
Kitchen Policy 2015-10-16
The kitchen is a public place. Using it is a privilege, not a right. Certain rules have to be enforced to 
allow everybody to enjoy it. By using the kitchen, you agree to the following rules. Please read 
them carefully!

Rules
1. You make it dirty, you clean it up. This includes the working areas themselves as well, and 

includes letting anything lie around.
- Violating this rule means you get a temporary Metalab ban for at least one week, possibly 

more depending on how you left the kitchen.
2. Do not misuse any equipment.

- This includes using foodgrade equipment for non-food stuff.
- Yes, this includes the oven.

3. You break it, you replace it. If this procedure takes longer than a few hours, report the breakage 
to <core@metalab.at>.

4. Dishwasher operations:
1. It’s currently running: Leave items to be washed on the table above it.
2. It’s half-open with a tab in the door: Open it by closing it shut and pulling again. Move the 

stuff in it to the drawers at the marked places. Then load it with the stuff you wanted to get 
rid of.

3. It’s full: Put a dishwasher tab in it (with the plastic wrapper removed!) and start it.
4. It’s in any other state: Load it with items to be washed in it. Don’t leave stuff anywhere 

else. This includes the cooking area as well.
5. There’s a separate cutlery drawer at the top.
6. Don’t put sharp knives or big pots into the dishwasher! Wash them by hand.

5. Before you want to use the kitchen, add your distinguishable name or unique nickname to the 
list at the bottom.

- Violating this rule results in a temporary Metalab ban for four weeks.
- If there is a group cooking event, only the chef has to follow this rule.

Distinguishable Name / Unique Nickname Date and Time
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